
To: File
From: Susan Quatresols, Director, Government Affairs & Assistant General Counsel
Date: November 1, 2016
Re: Request for equal access

On October 31, 2016, WHYY received the request below for equal access.  WHYY determined that the 
circumstances did not warrant the provision of equal access in this case.  Non-commercial stations are not 
required to provide reasonable access or free time to federal candidates unless it’s necessary for 
compliance with the equal opportunities rule.  Assuming Mr. Levinson is a legally qualified candidate for 
office, which we do not believe he is as a write-in candidate, we have not offered a similar opportunity to 
any other presidential candidate.  While WHYY did air the PBS broadcast of a recent debate between the 
two primary presidential candidates, we do not believe this triggers equal time under the news judgment 
exemption.

From: Oliver Kerr <jacklegsjumpingup.me@gmail.com>
Date: Monday, October 31, 2016 10:36 PM
To: Alexis Landis <alandis@whyy.org>
Cc: "robert.baker@fcc.gov" <robert.baker@fcc.gov>
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Access Request | WHYY

This reply shall also suffice as an initial complaint to FCC.

Michael Stephen Levinson for President
8601 9th St N. # 9    /   St Petersburg, Florida 33702   /   727-873-7102

Final Request to USA licensed broadcasters for Access to Deliver 2 three hour Speeches on behalf of my 
candidacy for the office of United States President. 

To all the United States broadcasters in receipt of my reasonable request for access under Title 47 U.S.C. § 
312(a)(7).

As amended. Title 47 U. S. C. § 312 (a) (7), states:
 
(a) "The Commission may revoke any station license or construction permit—
 

"(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to permit purchase of reasonable 
amounts of time for the use of a broadcasting station, other than a non-commercial educational broadcast 
station, by a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office on behalf of his candidacy."

I, Michael Stephen Levinson, attested bona fide legally qualified write-in candidate for president hereby 
answers questions raised in your emails to me about my candidacy and your obligation to provide airtime to 
me upon my reasonable access request to deliver two speeches on behalf of my campaign for U.S. president. 
Therefore I seek immediate scheduling of my speeches. 

The first evening I seek is Thursday, November 3, 2016 from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM., the second speech, 
from the same hours, November 5, 2016, my speech announcement to begin airing no later than Wednesday, 
November 2, 2026 with the following to be released to the press and, as courtesy, aired also by your news 
division during the evening news and most importantly, released to wire services.
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Your station's cooperation, relative to my reasonable request is a substantial showing of good faith with 
your license to broadcast. 

"Michael Stephen Levinson is a write-in candidate for president. He has secured the airtime with our TV 
station to present his program for World Peace, that to begin with his planned worldwide television show as a 
stepping stone to creating a lasting world peace and food chain harmony.  

"Lev" as Michael Stephen Levinson is called, will also present his innovative program for settling the 
Middle East issues of peace between the Israelis and Palestinians; his program for eliminating ISIS in 90 days: 
his exit strategy out of Iraq; his health care program to cover the whole country within six weeks, his hybrid 
clipper ship building program, developing ship yards wherever there is water and people need work, creating 
five million jobs from shipping our goods on our own ships, all our own exports and imports, and more.  We 
invite the American people to tune in and judge the unknown poet prophet write-in candidate for president."

Airing the above announcement will generate the largest audience in your TV station's history. Your station 
will generate huge amounts of ad money. All your local advertisers will be lined up to reach the viewers with 
their message.

The idea is, I speak to an issue of my candidacy for 12-13 minutes and then you air ads from your favorite 
local advertisers, 2-3 minutes' worth. Your advertisers will have the largest number of viewers they have ever 
had!

CNN aired 17 republican candidates and generated $200,000.00 for 30 sec. ad 
Your broadcast station will generate huge profits. In the event you decide to deny my request, there is only 

one reason for denial— DISCRIMINATION. As Supreme Court Justice Byron White so magnificently opined,
It is the right of the viewers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters which is paramount . . .   It is the 

purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will 
ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that market . . . It is the right of the public to 
receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experience which is crucial here.

Based on Justice Byron White, this issue should be a cut and dry case with FCC, as they are obligated to 
enforce the statute, and upon appeal in the Appellate Court by the recalcitrant, fascist station managers, 
regardless how FCC rules. 

Litigation is not required. My request and the supporting papers shall suffice.
I also have a constitutional right to initiate a law suit for the value of your TV station because you have an 

obligation under our Constitution, to the viewers and listeners, regardless how FCC and the higher courts rule. 
Federal courts do not have a constitutional right to rule against the American people's 1st Amendment right.
The challenge to my right of access from many broadcasters is as follows:
"Can you please provide evidence that you are a "legally qualified candidate" under Section 73.1940 of the 

FCC's rules?" 
Background

The stations who have cited C.F.R. Section 73.1941 are not denying I am a "legally qualified candidate" for 
president, rather am I a legally qualified candidate under F.C.C. rules. Regardless of any FCC "rules," their 
rules cannot be applied to subvert the First Amendment right of the viewers and listeners. The American 
people's right to hear a mass media broadcast speech by a bona fide candidate for president is sacrosanct.

When there is a question about interpreting a statute, the court looks to what the Congress had in mind, 
relative to public hearings held, including what appeared in the Congressional Record about the statute, before 
the statute was passed into law.

For example, on the issue of your licenses being REVOKED, the access statute under Title 47 U.S.C. § 
312(a)(7) reads,
"For the willful and repeated failure to allow access the Commission may revoke your license."  

In late 1979, when President Carter's reelection committee applied for a half hour of prime time, the 
broadcast networks' response was an offer of 5 minutes.

Carter / Mondale committee complained to FCC and FCC ruled in favor of Carter / Mondale. 
The broadcast Networks filed for reconsideration. The Commission held to their ruling. In the midst of the 

litigation, the networks offered Carter / Mondale the 30 minutes they requested, while appealing FCC's ruling 
to the Appellate court and then, to the Supreme Court.



Justice Warren Burger wrote the opinion for the court. All of the broadcasters in receipt of this access 
request need to read that Opinion. Google "CBS INC. v. F.C.C." and read the benchmark case very 
carefully for yourself. You are going to find, upon reading, there is a strong likelihood your licenses shall be 
REVOKED.

Care to gamble on the Supreme Court Opinion?  
Chief Justice Burger pointed out the unwarranted denial of access did not require to be repeated, to 

jeopardize your license, regardless of your investment in broadcasting equipment, etc., therefore, your denial, 
as it stands, could lead to your license REVOKED, and it will because the American people are entitled to the 
exercise of their constitutional 1st Amendment affirmative rights.

But before proceeding, there is another prime issue:
I REQUIRE YOUR PRICE for access to your broadcasting bandwidth dusk until dawn, so I may 

present to the world, on world-wide television, my prophetic multilingual work of spoken art, every line 
a delicate rhyme, for all the worlds' peoples at once, as my spoken art program is focused on world 
peace beginning with a worldwide peaceful night, all mankind participating together, so every nation 
has the opportunity to do their part in changing the course of history.

Relative to a worldwide television show whose main tap-a-stream is initiating World Peace and food chain 
harmony the issue for the electorate is the same as is any presidential candidacy's:  Am I, the poet prophet 
candidate, fun to listen to? 

Of course I am fun to listen to! I query, who would watch my worldwide dusk until dawn TV program were 
I not? Who would vote for someone they cannot stand to even listen to talk?

I have a date with the universe I cannot be late.
I expect to be sitting down with some very wealthy people who may sponsor the production of my world 

peace television program and they are entitled to know what the production cost of my worldwide TV is going 
to be in USA. 

I expect your lawyers will advise you do not answer my access request because this request begs the 
question: how can you sell me airtime for a worldwide broadcast airing over your licensed bandwidth, while 
refusing to give or sell me the access I require to set a stage for world peace as president of United States?

I expect an answer from you within 24 hours, to my request for your price of access for my planned world 
peace worldwide dusk until dawn BIG TV SHOW, along with your response to my access request as a 
candidate for president.

 Upon your failure to answer I will discuss my next step with law firms (to be announced.) Firms is plural 
because you are a whole lot of stations!

Are you opposed to the participation of the American people in a television program that airs worldwide for 
all the world's peoples at once? Let me remind you, we license your airwave bandwidth but the bandwidth 
belongs to the American people. Your obligation, under our law is to public interest.

I hold the stations' [your] failure to respond to my worldwide TV access request cost may not generate a 
complaint to FCC because worldwide television does not fall under FCC jurisdiction, so on that issue we go to 
the Appellate court.

The only issue with FCC Commissioners is whether they feel their jurisdiction covers access to American 
mass media for worldwide television, not whether their made-up thresholds designed to protect rights, then 
applied by their staff attorneys to destroy rights, thereby denying the viewers and listeners their rights to 
participate in domestic political speech can be applied to a worldwide political program, an issue for legal 
counsel to resolve in the appellate court.  

Retuning to Section 73.1940 of the commission's rules, to fully understand the rule, you need to read what 
the Commission had in mind when the "Substantial Showing" promulgation was raised in an FCC 2d 
Memorandum Report and Order. 

Seeing as you, the broadcasters have cited the rule, the burden ought to be on you, the broadcaster, to locate 
the FCC Memorandum Report and Order, to read and thus, understand what it was you actually filed.

 In your cases, it appears the intent behind your filing was to destroy the First Amendment rights of the 
American people to participate in a political speech by a bona fide candidate for president.  What ought to be 
of utmost importance is what the Commission had in mind when FCC created "Substantial Showing" rule.



One thing is certain. The Commission did not create the "Substantial Showing" rule to infringe, subvert and 
destroy Constitutional First Amendment rights of the American people, when their charge, from the outset was 
/ is to protect rights.

In the interest of timely obtaining the true ends of justice, find in 68 FCC 2nd, 1049, where the Commission 
states, "...we must establish some criteria for distinguishing between serious candidates and those who may be 
mere publicity seekers trying to take advantage of federal laws which were enacted to assure equal 
opportunities to those genuinely contending for election to public office."

I hold my access requests, standing alone, on their merits—the contents of my requests—under the 1st 
Amendment of our Constitution, meet the criteria of genuineness, as does my web domain, 
http://michaelslevinson.com. 

The idea of "publicity seekers trying to take advantage of federal laws which were enacted to assure equal 
opportunities to those genuinely contending for election to public office," was an unwarranted speculation on 
the part of the 68 FCC 2nd Commissioners, having little to do with reality because there aren't any political 
"publicity seeker" fake candidates crowding out genuine candidates.

How many access requests to deliver a live speech by any candidate for president, or any other office has 
your station booked in this election period?

On my own information and belief, mine is the only access request for speech in the whole election period. 
I am the only candidate seeking to speak, as opposed to purchasing ads. The other candidates book slots for 
ads. That is all. 

I challenged Jill Stein, Gary Johnson, and Evan McMullen to debate. I showed them they could book time 
for a nationwide speech and ignore my request. Did any of them apply? They did not. They aren't leaders. Nor 
do they have support.

Nor is there any record of any non-candidate "publicity seeker" seeking airtime as a purported candidate for 
office. Not one person in the whole political history of the F.C.C. has ever been deemed a "publicity seeker'" 
seeking political publicity for no reason whatsoever except their name in the news or their face seen on TV. 
The idea of a "publicity seeker" requesting access for a speech was speculation. 

I am a prime example of a serious candidate who brings to our political table a Vehicle for World Peace, 
that, in the form of a Television Scripture to perform worldwide for all the world's peoples at once, to establish 
world peace on planet earth, beginning with a peaceful night. 

I hold my candidacy and the original ideas I bring to the political table are indeed extraordinarily genuine.

This "Vehicle for World Peace" work of art is available at no charge to anyone as the 93 double column 
pages of Television Scripture may be downloaded at http://michaelslevinson.com.  I own I loan. I am not for 
sale. Nor is my inspired work of art.

In our political history there was one "fake" candidate who claimed candidacy for the purpose of airing 
anti-abortion commercials at the lowest unit rate. One candidate only. Consequently, there are very few cases 
where this obscure issue of "substantial showing" is even mentioned. 

But you never heard of 68 FCC 2nd, 1049 before, unless you're a broadcast fascist practicing as an attorney 
before FCC.

68 FCC 2nd 1049 is the Report and Order where the Communications Commission.... "adds the 
requirement that candidates seeking nomination by convention or any means other than a primary election 
make a " substantial showing " of bona fide candidacy, which would eliminate from the "legally qualified-
candidate" category those who seek equal opportunities and other statutory benefits by merely stating that 
they are candidates." 
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I have done a whole lot more beyond "merely stating" I am a candidate.

"Equal opportunities" began as Section 18 in the original Radio Act of 1927. In the 89 years since the 
passage of the Act, only one person in our whole political mass media history qualified for an "equal 
opportunity." His name was Lar Daly.

Lar Daly, thought by some, a “publicity seeker,” caught the political bug as a young man and sought 
election to office. As Chicago historian Schmidt recounts, Daly’s “last campaign was for the Republican U.S. 
Senate primary in 1978. Running against Charles Percy, Daly polled a total 74,779 votes—at least 15%, his 
best showing in years in a contested election. A month later, Lar Daly was dead.”

http://michaelslevinson.com web domain is way beyond a "mere stating" of candidacy. Fake candidates 
have nothing to offer beyond, "Vote for me."

The "Substantial Showing" "rule" was created to protect the genuinewrite-in candidate from the fake 
candidate, seeking to claim they are a write-in candidate only to take advantage of the privilege we grant bona 
fide candidates —access to mass media, to purchase advertising at the lowest unit rate. That is what the 68 
FCC2nd 1049 Report and Order was about—keeping fake-out candidates from qualifying to purchase precious 
ad slots at the inside lowest unit rate, not speech.

Fake write-in candidates do not seek time to deliver speeches, otherwise they would not be faking their 
candidacies and would be actually candidates running.

Again: when your lawyers get the full 68 FCC 2nd, 1049 Memorandum Report and Order I have referenced 
for you to fulfill your obligations instead of losing your license, find that the Commission does not mention 
speech, the reason the 47 U.S.C. § 312(a)(7) access statute was written, to promote and protect speech. Ads 
that candidates might place, in addition to speech was an after-thought. 

Ads are not speech. An ad falls under the 1st amendment right of uncensored political speech, but an ad is 
not a speech.

There were very few "Substantial Showing" cases, where people claimed they were "technically" a write-in 
candidate and therefore entitled to purchase ads at the lowest unit rate. Again, ads, not speech.  

I am for reel and seek access to deliver a speech, so by my words of my own making, the viewers and 
listeners may judge the contents of my character, and by my ideas and plans the quality of my leadership.

These fake candidates were seeking the lowest unit rate for ads that were pro-life. I recollect one anti-
abortion "technical" candidate wanted to air a photo of an aborted fetus in a jar and wanted to air the 
commercial during hours when children might see the dead fetus in a jar.

It is bell clear, the Commission noted the rule was to protect the genuine candidate from the faker 
candidate, claiming their candidacy to purchase ads at the lowest unit rate. Go read the 68 FCC2nd 
Memorandum Report and Order. 

Yet find some trickery, not intended by the FCC Commissioners in —The Commission's Rules and 
Regulations in 47 CFR Chapter 1 on Political Broadcasting and Cablecasting under §73.1940 Broadcasts 
by candidates for public office. 
(5)   The term "substantial showing' of bona fide candidacy as used . . . above means evidence that the person 
claiming to be a candidate has engaged to a substantial degree in activities commonly associated with political 
campaigning.  
The word, "Substantial, originally modified, "Showing." "Substantial" modifying the word, "Degree" 
substantially modifies the rule. Who decides what "degree"? A bureaucrat? How about fascist attorneys? Do 
they decide the degree of your showing?

The "Substantial Showing" requirement, simply stated was that a genuine candidate would have a 
committee, maintain a campaign office that could be in their home dwelling, and that the candidate would be 
engaged in campaign activities. FCC noted, "Not all of the listed activities are necessarily required in each 
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case to demonstrate a substantial showing, and there may be activities not listed herein which would 
contribute to such a showing." 

That some candidates would be doing some activities and others, other activities, is an FCC protection 
rather liberally open to interpretation.

But with the word, "degree" in the mix, for the fascist bureaucrat, or fascist legal counsel working hand-in -
glove with the bureaucrat, whatever the outsider candidate does, the degree of what the candidate is doing will 
never be enough.

Filing an access request with every TV station in USA is a bona fide campaign activity, for without a mass 
media address to the people one cannot get elected.

To go nationwide I need ten stations in ten separate states to agree to my broadcast, a nail in the fascist 
attorneys' intent to destroy the American people's right to hear something missing in the whole billion-dollar 
campaign for president—an actual speech, eye-ball to eye-ball through the unblinking camera's eye with 
explicit explanations what to do and how—lead. . . er . . . ship.

A huge hand-built website laden with original solutions to many of the giant problems facing our nation is a 
showing of a genuine campaign activity. Find on my website http://michaelslevinson.com my program to 
build ten thousand hybrid clipper ships wherever there is water and people need work. 

We used to be the greatest seafaring nation on the planet. Today, we do not have, under American flag, 
even one commercial freighter. Our country is at the mercy of South Korean companies who run giant 
container ships. They have the monopoly on the cost to American people of all American imports and exports!

In my view, the American people will overwhelmingly endorse my clipper ship building plan as that will 
create more than five million life career jobs working in the ship yards we will quickly establish up and down 
the Great Lakes, the East Coast, Gulf Coast, West Coast, and Mississippi River to build the 10,000 ship fleet.

My website is part of my "Substantial" Showing. Substantial is the adjective, not the object to be arbitrarily 
applied to destroy a candidate's First Amendment right and destroy the First Amendment right of the viewers 
and listeners.

Justice Burger cited and quoted Justice White in Red Lion Broadcasting v. F.C.C. where Chief Justice 
Burger stated, as noted above:
“The court has made clear that:

It is the right of the viewers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters which is paramount. . .  It is the 
purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ultimately 
prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that market . . . It is the right of the public to receive 
suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experience which is crucial here. [That 
right may not constitutionally be abridged either by Congress or by the FCC.]”

One of the stations suggested Substantial Showing was / is an F.C.C. precedent governing the 
implementation of Title U.S.C. 47 § 312(a)(7). 

Precedent, in law, is a previous case or legal decision that may be a (binding precedent) that must be 
followed in subsequent similar cases. Shortly after "Substantial Showing" became a "rule" there were, as 
noted a few cases of little consequence, one involving a candidate for congress getting on the radio. 

The precedent case that must be followed, according to law, happens to be the only case involving a write-
in candidate for president, Michael Stephen Levinson, 87 FCC 2d 433 (1980). There you will find the 
Commission ruled Michael Stephen Levinson was a genuine bona fide write-in candidate for president. 

I am the only write-in candidate for president your political mass media history to ever cross the FCC 
threshold of bona fide as a write-in candidate.

The Commission, by its "Bureau" willfully erroneously misinterpreted my request to the individual PBS 
stations in the State of New York as being a request for a statewide broadcast. The FCC ruled that I had not 
done enough to be bona fide in other parts of the state, as I had not made a "Substantial Showing" in all the 
other parts of the state—that I was bona fide in Western NY, but only in western N.Y., ignoring a half hour 
speech on the PBS station on Long Island (call letters omitted) and a half hour broadcast of a televised speech 
on the Binghamton PBS station.

The managers of those stations did not dispute my candidacy.
The commission stated that I was not expected to spend lots of money, but had I only sent letters to 

newspapers around the state that would have been good enough to have been qualified for a statewide 
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broadcast, reflecting the insertion of geography into mass media access when the television medium has 
nothing to do with county and state lines and therefore absolutely cannot withstand judicial review. A 
candidate, wheel chair bound might be able to get around Rhode Island, but not Texas. 

The New York Times qualifies as a national newspaper of record, and The Times digital edition, where I 
have regularly published comments beginning "I am an independent write-in candidate for president," is read 
nationwide. 

For the record, the words, "I am an independent candidate for president," published, constitutes a public 
statement of candidacy, which I have made over and over and over again.

In 2012, I was on the ballot for the Arizona republican primary. I announced I was on the ballot for the 
Arizona primary in two or three of my moderated The New York Times comments and on primary day in 
Arizona hundreds of Arizonans voted for me.

When you read Michael Stephen Levinson 87 FCC2d 433 (1980) please take note, as above, I crossed the 
threshold of bona fide write-in candidate for president and in the history of political broadcasting I am the only 
person ever to have crossed that threshold of bona fides met. 

Common sense dictates, once a candidate is determined by FCC to be a genuine write-in candidate the 
candidate, campaigning, is not required to spend his campaign time, reproving his or her bona fides, over and 
over.

Another consideration is fraud. There are two versions of the Michael Stephen Levinson 87 FCC2d 
433(1980) ruling. 

The copy FCC's Robert Baker of FCC mailed to me listed all the stations in New York State, including the 
Western N.Y. PBS station WNED-TV. But in the published version, WNED-TV was stripped out. That 
constitutes fraud—not human error.

You might wonder why. The Carter Mondale case that went to the Supreme court was a parallel case. My 
case and the Carter / Mondale case were 7 months apart. In those seven months, to keep my case away from 
the Supreme Court Justices, FCC under the guidance of Bureau Chief Milton O. Gross and his protégé. Robert 
Baker published 13 separate volumes in the FCC2d series, more than one thick FCC law book-a-month.

Robert Baker was a party to that FCC attempt to subvert the Supreme Court.
The FCC idea was to keep my case from the Supreme Court Justices as they would have ruled differently, 

taking away the enforcement of the law and turning that over to local Federal courts where a candidate could 
formulate a complaint.

I hold the appellate court and Supreme Court will agree I am a genuine candidate for president and your 
continued denial is simply DISCRIMINATION, grounds for the revocation of your broadcast license.

Speaking of Robert Baker, the senior FCC attorney all of you have bet your licenses on. I met him in 1980, 
when I visited the FCC headquarters.

In 2012 in a telephone conversation with Robert Baker, he sneered, " I remember you. You wanted to go to 
Teheran and arm wrestle the Ayatollah for the American hostages. I have notes."

I did not recollect ever talking to him about my intent to go to Teheran with Muhammad Ali and get the 
Ayatollah to release the hostages to us. He has notes? The half hour speech that aired in Binghamton was about 
going to Teheran to speak to the Ayatollah. I did not send a copy to FCC so where did Baker come into the 
picture?  Who paid Baker to keep notes on every call I made to FCC, etc.?

Say you have an employee who is offered a job by a competitor and the employee is really good—a keeper. 
You invite them into your office and what? Do you offer them a raise so they stay?

Retirement at FCC is at age 66. Baker is almost 70 years old. Had he retired at age 66, he would have been 
good for 60% of his $200,000 plus salary retirement. FBI, on my own information and belief has been giving 
Baker money on the side for years, to do what he has always done—destroy my rights. 

When he turned 66 years old the FBI people raised their stakes to keep him on the job until after the 2016 
election. The 30—40 thousand dollars per year given to him to stay on was cash. They don't do checks with 
high level employees. On my own information and belief Mr. Robert Baker has grossly, willfully, knowingly 
cheated the government by not paying his income tax for which Baker is likely to spend a few years at least 
behind bars. 

His superiors praise him highly, credit Baker with ending Formal Complaints, saving the Commission 
thousands of dollars. The 1st Amendment grants the right to petition the government for redress of your 
grievance. To get into open court you have to exhaust your remedies, yet without a ruling non a Formal 



Complaint you cannot exhaust your remedies. You file a Formal Complaint and baker stuffs your Complaint In 
a trash can.

A number of stations inquired, was a legally qualified in their state. Amongst them, a station in Alaska. I 
filed the requisite papers in the state of Alaska, but that is not an issue for the broadcaster. Write-in candidates 
may be voted for in more than 30 states.

In Oregon, to be qualified a write-in you have to file a notice with every county board of elections. 
However, the state law says these write-in votes do not have to be looked at, much less counted unless there 
are more than half the ballots cast going to write-in candidates. The same is true in Washington D.C. where the 
deadline for filing extends to after the election is held! 

The state of Colorado refused to certify my write-in candidacy. Does that mean I'm disqualified from access 
to mass Media for speech? Of course not. The state's viewers and listeners can vote for me, as can the 
Alaskans. 

Consider 55% of the voters in Colorado vote for me. The state refuses to certify their votes. That issue goes 
to Appellate court then to the Supreme Court.

I filed the necessary Letter of Intent in Alaska. The State of Alaska returned the papers because they want 
more information. I have a few days to file. Regardless, the voters have a right to write-in my name, but my 
name won't be counted unless there is a majority of write-in ballots, or close to a majority of the votes cast 
going to a write-in candidate.

Every state where I speak I WILL WIN BECAUSE I BRING TO THE TABLE A VEHICLE FOR 
WORLD PEACE.

You cannot deny access to mass media based on the ruminations of state boards of elections. All of these 
promulgations by FCC were made when there were three broadcast networks and PBS on set top rabbit ears. 

There are now a thousand channels! Yet FCC could not be bothered to upgrade their rules and regulations 
to reflect the technological changes in the bandwidth.

I attest I am legally qualified to be voted for in more than ten states, the outmoded FCC threshold for 
nationwide speech. There are 7 states where the state automatically counts every vote whether on the ballot or 
write-in. Two of those states are New Hampshire and Iowa. Any station manager doubting my attestation 
please phone me up, give me your fax number and I will send you the list. I don't lie or deceive like broadcast 
attorneys.  

The FCC acknowledged decades ago write-in candidates, at the beginning of a campaign before the ballots 
are open to party candidates, have more rights than a candidate not yet on the ballot.

On the issue of free air time, raised by some of the stations, none of the other candidates have been required 
to pay for their appearances because the broadcasters sell ads and make money. 

Every broadcast station has an advertising department to sell ads. So put them to work!  This is an 
opportunity for you to generate lots of money for the station owners of, as opposed to expensive legal 
procedures you are soon to be facing.

You are going to have to prove the American people were not entitled to the exercise of their 1st 
Amendment right, to participate in my campaign speech.

Finally, one of the stations stated my appearance would trigger equal time requests from all the other 
candidates. The station also stated they were not required to provide airtime for minor candidates, unless they 
felt like it. My appearance cannot trigger equal time requests, as the statutes were meant to work in concert. 
One cannot cancel out the other!

I suspect that station will have their license revoked. You are, according to the Supreme Court prohibited 
from speculation. Nor is there anything anywhere in our access laws suggesting broadcasters may ignore a 
legal reasonable request for access because it was tendered by a "minor" candidate.

Conclusion
Prophets are of God. Moses and King Solomon were Prophets. In their day, these prophets of old were 

renowned for the blessings of their wisdom and loved by all who followed for their cosmic wizard sense. 
Could your good ship mother earth stage another Poet Prophet to set the day's table for all mankind, a sage 

with words foretold to serve whirled wide, running and punning through every spoken tongue, every line a 
delicate sensible cosmic rhyme, for all in the world to sea, listen to and be part of all at once on living 
television, from the sharp red setting sun until the rosy dawn? 



How can you or anyone go wrong as World Peace unfolds before your eyes that whole nightlong? Man 
inspired, tells vision. You Leica poet vision you listen, sea vision. You don't you won't. It's your world. We 
share the same universe. 

The following, an essay was submitted to The New York Times. I urge you to read very carefully as the 
contents easily constitute my first three hours speech presentation. 

Suffice to say, I don't speak and Hillary is elected, we will be facing a ballistic missile attack from the 
North Korean despot. In the event my premonition is right, and the North Korean attacks, it will be because my 
voice was stifled by you people, as I have the counter-measure to eliminate all ballistic missile attacks. In that 
event, and you lose your license, you will have gotten off cheap. Millions of innocent Americans will have 
been incinerated because you would not permit them to see and hear a candidate who also brings to the table a 
"counter measure" to eliminate ballistic missiles as implementors of atomic war. My counter measure is a plan 
herein I cannot roll into actuality without a mass media speech is as follows:

We build commercial 40X40 flat panel drones with six helicopter blades on each side, able to lay over, 
sideways, so the drone, aloft, can move or sway sideways. The first Drone layer shall be lithium batteries, 
interconnected to keep the helicopter blades operational. The 2nd layer is 500 pounds of C-5 dynamite. Then 
six inches of air space so the dynamite can breathe. The final layer is a solar panel to keep the lithium batteries 
charged. Underneath the 40X40n drone shall be one layer of Kevlar and / or Dragon Skin.

The main 40X40 Drone shall be attached to six other 40X40 Drones in the shape of a six-point star, one a 
pyramid up, the other facing down—what is referred to as a Jewish Star of David. 

Then outer six 40X40 Drones shall be attached to each other. They will also be attached with a one way 
hinged bar to the central drone.

To this we attach military radar so when the ballistic missile traveling 1200 MPH arrives the missile is met 
head-on by the central Drone. Because of the Dragon Skin and the Drone backed only by air, the atomic armed 
ballistic missile pushes the Drone backwards. Within a tenth of a second, the six outer Drones collapse inward 
and all seven Drones explode, destroying the ballistic missile high in the sky away from land.

I speak we build the anti-missiles Drone. We don't, and Hillary is elected millions of innocent Americans 
will die. She will sue for peace—a surrender heralding the end of our world leadership. Find out why Hillary 
will not lift a finger to stop the North Korean despot is in the NEW York Times essay below.

The contents of the following essay, submitted to The New York Times could easily constitute my 1st 
speech. I did lay out some of these ideas in my first access request.    

NY Times Campaign for President essay
"I am the independent write-in candidate for president. 
I bring to our politics my Television Scripture, The Book ov Lev It a Kiss, to perform whirled-wide, my 

inspired words, world orders and word hors d’oeuvres, to establish world peace, my story of earth, as old blind 
Homer’s, dusk until dawn, every line delicate rhyme. 

The Debate Commission isn't the end all on political speech by candidates.
Under telecommunications access statutes, every federal candidate has an affirmative, constitutional right 

of access to mass media, upon request, to deliver political speeches on behalf of their candidacies, so by their 
words, the viewers and listeners may judge the contents of their characters, and by their ideas and plans, the 
qualities of their leadership.

I’m your poet prophet candidate—one-of-a-kind. I hold my Homeric tale of our good ship mother earth, 
designed for worldwide television, is your Vehicle for World Peace. The performance of my lettered mosaic is 
a constitutional right, my verses for you to determine my words, given to me, are a tap-a-stream Thriller for 
world renewal. There is none other.

I'm the peacemaker, from the same LAN Lord uh pin Heaven as are you. It's your world. We share the same 
universe. Nor does anyone splash in the same river twice.

My 93-pages of hand-lettered double column Television Scripture, The Book ov Lev It a Kiss is a free loan: 
Visit http://michaelslevinson.com. Scroll down to the poster of Muhammad Ali and me. Click and a PDF of 
the original Book of Lev lands on your desk top. 

I’m a prophet. I don’t make stuff up. Might I speak? What do I face beyond a campaign bullet?
Sample page 19. The left column starts with a description of our Arctic ice caps melting. On the right, see 

script of the North Korean despot and his scary spirit, before he was born. 

http://michael
http://slevinson.com


My intent, upon the office of president is to deliver a new, twelve our video trans crypt for all mankind. 
From my words revealed, upon billions of people's sides splitting in laughter, all the world's toes going rah ha 
rah shall be for your world, a new Torah; and to the TV stations whose doors to my speech are shuttered, our 
telecommunications statute unequivocally states: “for the willful and repeated failure to allow access,” your 
broadcasting license may be revoked.

Having spelled out the issues to be presented, I filed my access request with every television station in 
America, the only candidate for president in our whole political history to have filed a request for an airtime 
speech, besides filing individually with every TV station, where all the broadcast licenses reside.

Candidates use their access privilege for ads, but the access statute was written to protect speech. 
You want whirled pizza delivered? I’m the world peace deliverer. In my first speech I intend on explaining 

how, with my country behind me, I’m turning our TV sets into an art form, setting the stage to deliver peace 
between Palestinians and Israelis, before we vote for president. 

Meanwhile, a seasoned FCC—FBI bureaucrat is busily working to delegitimize my rights, advising the 
stations he will bury any complaint in the bowels of his Bureau. FCC pirated our 1st Amendment. Created to 
protect rights, FCC shrouds the broadcasters from complaints. FCC's malfeasance is why our politics are 
broken. They destroyed the constitutional rights of every outsider who ever sought to speak. Internal records 
will show FCC has been infected by the FBI for decades. Do you want free political speech? Ignore Citizen’s 
United. Dumpster the F.C.C!

You want peace throughout the Middle East, I’m your guy. Your Secretaries' stand in the way.
My peace parade will shroud Hillary Clinton's political charade, along with a winning campaign exit for 

Donald J. Trump. I have nothing to hide. They do. On behalf of all your readers, viewers and listeners, do not 
hesitate to bring your satellite dishes to my door.

Fascist government bureaucracy is why 70% of Americans don't like the path our country is on. Colorado, 
for one has legalized marijuana. Expect in every election, other states to follow. Yet narco-bureaucrats regulate 
purveyors to sell only inspected, in-house marijuana. Narcotics bureaucrats cannot last without regulations to 
enforce, but marijuana is not a narcotic, rather a creative plant that happens to be a euphoric relaxant. Should 
we be governing euphoria?

Upon my election, expect a sweeping Executive Order establishing marijuana as a medicinal vegetation that 
does not require medical prescriptions; that anyone can plant upon a $25 federal tax stamp. Green thumb 
retirees will germinate local dirt weed seeds to match the imports. 

A backyard non-smoking grower might clip a couple ounces for brownies, as marijuana is an excellent 
sleeping agent, then sell his crop to a licensed shop where customers might imbibe on the premises, purchase 
sweet drinks to chase down a Dagwood sandwich, all the while, having loads of fun with fresh acquaintances 
and friends, basking in live music.

Is there something amiss with 50,000 shops, employing at least 750 thousand people in a government-free 
social industry, energizing economic growth? The more we grow, the greater our tax-base increases, besides 
buy-one get-one, bud fire-sales, announcing every harvest.

Hidden behind our government's anti-euphoric smoke screen is hemp, key to ridding our world of excess 
carbon. 

By Executive Order all military, state, and local police uniforms shall be manufactured with American 
hemp. All paper, cardboard and plastics used by chain restaurants and supermarkets, besides governments, by 
Executive Order, shall be produced from home grown hemp.

We want everybody's yard, front and back, planted with hemp; every available inch worldwide, planted 
with hemp. Then upon harvest, the hemp brought to manufacturing plants for cardboard, cloth, paper, plastic 
and more, trapping the excess carbon warming our planet. Hemp-made products also create a new, self-
sustaining labor intensive export industry for renewable goods.  

There are 2.8 trillion dollars in Savings Bonds hanging out in our keyless-entry, Social Security lock-box. 
Let us turn our Social Security drain into 2% Mortgage Savings Bonds, purchase every U.S. mortgage at 
discount, renewed with fixed rates averaging 5%, then apply the 3% spread between our 2% mortgage bonds 
and the fifty-one million monthly 5 % mortgage payments into a draw-down of our public debt, a Nobel idea 
by this write-in candidate for president. 

To eliminate the ISIS Caliphate, we need wheels on the ground, not boots. We need to retrofit 10,000 quad-
cab off-road 4-wheel drive trucks for emergency service, driven by 40,000 sharp-shooting volunteer Citizens 



Without Borders. The Emirates, Saudis, and Kuwaitis shall pay the Citizens' $28 hourly wages, 4 hours daily 
double-time besides weekends. Moving in 40 truck bands, with CB radios, and police radar guns we’ll seal the 
borders and from both sides off-road, target, sharp shoot and head-chop the dead. Whoever stakes Iraqi’s 
roads, wins.

We shall visit every town, pass along a simplified version of our constitution, with a single legislative 
House of Representatives for a ten-years trial. With $10,000 cash available in every glove box, we'll purchase 
all their surplus dates and nuts for export and make friends. We get Iraqi parents to try out our smart phones 
with their children. Then we convince the Iraqis let us bring 50,000 kids back to America with us, to live in 
America until the shooting stops. 

With Apple iPhones provided, parents can talk to and see their little treasures every day, supervising their 
kids via smart phone consultations with their American family. With 50,000 Iraqi kids temporarily living in 
USA, Iraq will become our 2nd most loyal Middle East ally.
    The ISIS Caliphate can be eliminated with volunteer Citizens Without Borders. Not so doable with North 
Korea's despot. I have on the table counter-measures to end ICBM’s and short range missiles as implementors 
of atomic war. But to realize my design, I must be heard via public televised speech. I plan to explain my 
ballistic counter-measure—seven 40 sq. ft. dynamite laden inter-connected helicopter drones, with tracking 
radar to meet Kim’s missiles in high-sky head-on collisions, safe from land above the open sea. 

The North Korean despot, described in The Book ov Lev, copyright 1971, was told over and over, first by 
his grandfather, then his father, he would be God of Korea, respected and feared in the world for destroying 
America. Last year Kim Jung Un said United States is a cesspool that should be removed from our planet. This 
bed-wetter has ballistic missiles with atomic warheads. My David Drones will eliminate his Goliath atomic 
missiles, but we must build them! I cannot build the David Drones without speaking to the American people 
first as I need the cooperation of at least a dozen companies all over the country to get the Drones built!

Ten days after Hillary assumes office, the despot intends on incinerating California, but the scum cannot 
attack unless she becomes Commander-in-Chief, in charge of nuclear codes. 

The reason: The bed-wetter has the Trip-X dirt on Bill Clinton, enough to stop Hillary from responding to 
his nuclear missiles, except sue for peace, a surrender. Millions may die but Hillary won't sacrifice her Bill.

Every newspaper in this country must stand behind my constitutional right to speak, or pay.
The North Korean believes his missile barrage will be home-free because he has Trip-X tapes of Bill being 

serviced in a Chinese restaurant banquet room, the tapes Fidel held over Bill to get Elian Gonzalez repatriated. 
Since when did Fidel start telling us who we had to send back to Cuba? Since Fidel purchased the Trip-X 
video tapes of Bill, from James Riady.

Fidel had a copy of the same Trip-X videos of President Clinton the Riady Lippo Group dudes played, to 
threaten Clinton’s presidential future, their treasonous riot-act pitch when the three of them were alone in a 
limo ride around the block, on inauguration day.

See The Times "Essay; 'James Riady Sent Me,' by William Safire, Oct. 8, 1997." Safire begins, "There he 
was at last, the little Indonesian gardener who started it all, his image preserved on long-concealed White 
House videotape shaking the hand of Bill Clinton," saying to Bill, "James Riady sent me."

The gardener wasn't there to message Bill about the Riady family delivering illegal Asian money for Bill's 
reelection, as Safire surmised. The gardener's cryptic message was about the Loral Group's missile aiming 
technology that had to be lifted pronto from the not-for-sale Department of State's control, to Commerce, then 
to be "legally" shuffled to China. The campaign money was a ruse, to shroud the treasonous technology sale.

Bill committed High Treason. Hillary was complicit in his heinous crime. Because of the Clinton's treason, 
our country is in harm's way. To protect their lifetime career at our public trough, to keep Bill's porn under 
wraps, our buy-one-get-one co-presidents, coerced by James and Mochtar Riady, arranged the sale of state-of-
the-art missile aiming technology to the Chinese, who passed our top secret technology to the despot in North 
Korea as soon as he took power, with an understanding that Kim Jung Un incinerates only our west coast, not 
New York City or Washington, D.C. coast, to end United States leadership. 

The Chinese military and Putin are parties to this.
Read of this treasonous technology sale in the sealed, Christopher Cox Committee Report. Let The 

Newspaper of Record stop the music, demand the House unseal the Cox Committee's report and Hillary’s 
campaign will abort.



President Obama might even Order our election set back 90 days. The good to come is the bed-wetting 
despot won't be launching any atomic missiles.

Congressman Cox knew the Clintons committed High Treason but he could not find the reason. Cox didn’t 
know about Shrimp-Throat Kim, the Trip-X film star brought in from Macau by the Riady brothers to waitress 
Bill at Charlie Trie’s Little Rock restaurant when Clinton was the state Governor.

Little Rock press surmised Bill was having sex at Charlie’s restaurant and after three months, Bill grew 
suspicious about his waitress and stopped going out for lunch. Judicial Watch combed Little Rock on the 
rumors, but absent Shrimp-Throat Kim, they couldn’t connect the dots. The missing Kim was snuffed in the 
Pacific, on her way back to Macau. She was why Bill and Hill hung in Little Rock after he first won the 
presidency. He suspected what she had been up to and wanted to consult with Charlie Trie about her 
whereabouts.

Soon after Hillary’s election someone will slip Bill a note advising Hillary must sue for peace with the 
North Korean or else the Kim Soo Trip-X tapes are going public. Bill will be upset. A few minutes after the 
threatening note is delivered, the despot will launch his first ballistic missile, targeting San Diego military, 
immediately followed by a 2nd atomic missile, targeting Hollywood to destroy the film industry. Clint 
Eastwood, Taylor Swift, Samuel L. Jackson, Pixar, Disney, NBC, ABC, CBS—everyone living and working in 
Hollywood will be incinerated.

The 3rd missile will target Apple headquarters, his radioactive incineration, dusting the largest corporation 
on the planet. His 4th missile will target Microsoft. Then the North Korean will demand South Korea 
capitulate to his rule or else he will immediately incinerate Soul.

Commander-in-Chief Hillary won't be pressing any buttons. She will meet the press to state she is suing 
North Korea for peace, because she wants to do the right thing, that, in spite of California, the sixth largest 
economy in the world having been turned into Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Chernobyl by a North Korean bed-
wetter, that she, our Madam Secretary Leader-in-Chief will not move to start what she will erroneously 
characterize the 3rd world war.

Hillary's charade will collapse to her knees and she will be instantly impeached. In the event former 
congressman Chris Cox speaks up, she may be cuffed on the spot for Treason, losing out on her fortunate 
$400,000 retirement pension. Bill, by then will have exited to France, going down in history our most tragic 
president, ever. 

Julius Rosenberg passed atomic secrets to the Russians, leveling the field between adversaries. Julius and 
his wife Ethel were convicted of treason and both went to the electric chair.

The Clintons’ Treason, to protect their own public futures sold US out, big time, our technology to deliver 
an atomic missile, precisely on target, from thousands of miles away, shuttled to an enemy. Because of these 
two traitorous, me-first Clintons, Bill and Hill, millions of Americans may be instantly incinerated before she 
delivers her first State of the Union speech with a horrific opening line reflecting the times her treason 
brought. 

But for my counter-measures, not yet built, we don’t have a readily available fail-safe missile defense to 
protect US. We have Ronald Reagan's Dept. of Offense, with high priced bureaucrats 2nd guessing our 
enemies; and the press wanting the lessor of two evils to win, supporting the greater, suppressing talk of North 
Korea's intent because it is so frightening. The North Korean menace isn't going away. Nor am I.

Amongst the hundreds of access requests filed, a number of stations refused to give me time but may be 
willing to sell me ads, their doors ajar. The stations don’t get it. I don’t pay to speak. Each of the broadcasters 
has an advertising department, with ad customers who could not care less what any show is about. What they 
want are viewers. 

I have so little time to build ballistic counter-measures that will save and protect our country. Time is of the 
essence.

Freedom of political speech is our essence, what distinguishes America from all the rest. The New York 
Times and you, and me, the write-in candidate, we share the First Amendment. 

Michael S Levinson
8601 9th St N. Apt 9
St Petersburg, Florida 33702
727-873-7102




